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Abstract 
Let G be a finite group of order v. A k-element subset D of G is called a (v, k, I, p)-partial difference set 
in G if the expressions gh-‘, for g and h in D with g # h, represent each nonidentity element contained 
in D exactly i times and represent each nonidentity element not contained in D exactly p times. 
Suppose G is abelian and H is a subgroup of G such that gcd (1 H I, 1 G 1 /I H I) = 1 and 1 G l/l H 1 is odd. 
In this paper, we show that if D is a partial difference set in G with {d- ’ I dE D} = D, then Dn H is 
a partial difference set in H. 
1. Introduction 
Let G be a finite group of order u. A k-element subset D of G is called a (u, k, A, ,u)- 
partial difirence set (or briefly PDS) in G if the expressions gh-‘, for g and h in D with 
g # h, represent each nonidentity element contained in D exactly II times and represent 
each nonidentity element not contained in D exactly p times. (Note that the para- 
meters defined above are different from those in [S, 61. A (u, k, CI, /I)-partial difference 
set defined in [S, 61 is, according to our definition, a (II, k, a + /?, @)-partial difference set, 
i.e. n=a+/? and ~=a.) 
For an integer t, we define Dct) := { g’]gED}. From [S], we learn that if D is 
a (v, k, 2, ,u)-PDS with il # p, then DC- I) = D. The case A=p means that D is just an 
ordinary difference set and a lot of work has been done on this topic (see [l, 43). Thus, 
here, it is natural for us to concentrate on the case 1 #p, or generally, DC- I)= D. Note 
that a PDS D with DC- ‘)= D and 1 $0, where 1 is the identity element in G, is equivalent 
to a strongly regular graph which admits a regular automorphism group (see [2,6]). 
Usually, the study of difference sets is carried out using the group ring Z[G] or 
@[G]. For S c G, let s:= xgEs g. Then a subset D in G is a (u, k, A, CL)-PDS if and only if 
DL?-‘)=pLG+(A-jL)fi+y, 
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where y:= k-u if 1 $D and 
D2=~G+(~-~)D+y and 
(2&/?)‘=4/~G+d, 
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y := k-J. if 1 ED. Furthermore, if D’- ‘I = D, then 
(1.2) 
where /I := i-p and d := (J. - PL)~ + 4~. Note that /I and A are very useful parameters 
in classifying PDSs. 
Definition 1.1. (a) A PDS D with parameters as described above is called a PDS of 
type (P, A). 
(b) A PDS D in G is called trivial if Du{ 1) or (G\D)u(l) is a subgroup of G. 
Otherwise, D is called nontriaial. 
(c) A subset D of G is called reversible if DC- I) = D. 
Note that, for any m, 8, {l}, G\(l) and G are PDSs in G of type 
( + m, m2), ( f m + 2, m2), ( f m - 2, m2) and ( + m, m’), respectively. Also, if N is a sub- 
group of order w in G, then G\ N, (G\ N) u { 11, N\ { l} and N are PDSs in G of type 
(-w, w2), (-w + 2, w2), (w - 2, w2) and (w, w’), respectively. 
Proposition 1.2. Let D be a reversible PDS of type (8, A) in G. Then 
(i) /? and A have the same parity, 
(ii) if 1 $0, then D is nontrivial if and only if -&l< b’< Jl- 2; if 1 ED, then D is 
nontrivial tf and only if - Jd + 2 < fi < Jd. 
Proof. By comparing the coefficients of the identity in (1.2), we have 4k + p” = 4p + A if 
1 $D and 4(k - 1) + ( p - 2)2 = 4~ + A if 1 ED. Thus, /I and A must have the same parity. 
For (ii), if 1 ED, then D\{ 1) is a PDS of type (b - 2, A ). Hence, we only need to prove 
the statement in the case 160. If D is trivial, then fi = f Jz or + JJ - 2. Suppose D is 
nontrivial. Since k>u, we have --J~</?<&i. We shall show that /3# +,&i and 
Jd-2. 
Suppose 8’ = A. Then y = 0 and k = p. By counting the number of elements on 
both sides of (1.1) we have k2 = ku +b’k; hence, k=O or u+p. If k=O, then D=@. 
For k=v+p, let Dt=G\D. Note that o,fi\-“= - @i. This implies D 1 is a sub- 
group of G. 
For p=&-2, a similar result can be obtained by considering (G\D)\{ l}. 0 
Theorem 1.3 (Ma [S, Corollary 5.51). If there exists a (u, k, IV, u)-reuersible PDS of type 
(8, A) in an abelian group such that A is not a square, then 
f (P 
‘“+‘,3(P’“+‘-~),~(P~“+1_5),$(p~~+1_~), -1,p2s+l) 
(v~k~i”TbP5A)= 
(p2~+1,+(p2~+1+1) 34 l(p2~+1+3) 94 l(p2~+1_l~ > “:“,“,2s+l~ 3, 
if 1eD 
where p is a prime such that p = 1 mod 4. 
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Theorem 1.4 (Ma [5, Theorem 4.11). Let D be a reversible PDS oftype (/?, A) in an 
abelian group G. If t is any integer relatively prime to the order of G, then D(‘*)=D. 
Furthermore, if A is a square, then DC*‘= D. 
2. The dual of a partial difference set 
From now on, we always assume that G is an abelian group of order o and D is 
a reversible PDS of type (B, A) in G with ) D I = k. Let G* be the group of characters of 
G. For x~G*\{l}, by (1.2), we have xO=(/?kJJ)/2. (For convenience, 1 is also used 
as the identity element in G*.) 
Definition 2.1. If D # 8, {l}, G\{ l} and G, then we define 
D+ := {x~G*\{l} 1 #=(B+J1)/2}, 
which is called the dual of D. 
The following is a well-known theorem on the dual of a PDS (see [2,3,5]). 
Theorem 2.2. If 1 $ D and D # 8, G\{ l}, then Di is a reversible PDS of type 
(~‘,A’)inG*where~‘:=(v-2k+~-~~)/J~andA’:=vZ/A.Also,k’:=~D’)= 
[(J&j?)(v- 1)-2k]/2&. 
Note that if LED, then D+=(D\{l})+. H ence, D+ is a reversible PDS and the 
parameters can be computed by replacing k and /? by k- 1 and b-2, respectively, in 
Theorem 2.2. 
Corollary 2.3. If 1 $ D and D # 8, G\{ l}, then 
2D_+_v-2k+P-.Jx 2 
> 
v 
JJ 
‘d[(J&gl)‘-l]d*+;. (2.1) 
Proposition 2.4. Zf 14 D and D # 8, G\ { l}, then: 
(i) u2=(2k-~)2=(/12+2~)v=OmodA, 
(ii) $0 is nontrivial, then v and A have the same prime divisors. 
Proof. If A is not a square, then the proposition follows from Theorem 1.3. Suppose 
A = S2 where 6 is an integer. Then VE 2k -p-O mod 6 because A + and b’ in 
Theorem 2.2 are integers. Also, (p’ + 28)~ = 0 mod 6’ since (v/S2)[(S - /? - 1)2 - l] in 
(2.1) is an integer. Finally, (ii) follows from 61~ and [S, Theorem 6.21. 0 
For any g E G, we define X, to be a character of G* such that X,(x) = xg for all XE G*. 
Note that 0 : g b X, is a one-to-one correspondence between G and (G*)*, the group 
of characters of G*. 
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Theorem 2.5. If l&O and D #@, G\(l), then o-‘C(~‘)‘I=~. 
Proof. The theorem follows from the Fourier inversion formula (see [S, Chap. 7]), 
and D(-“=D. q 
3. The main result 
Recall that G is an abelian group of order u. Let p be an odd prime divisor of u such 
that u = p’w where w is relatively prime to p. Let P be the Sylow p-subgroup of G and 
H be a subgroup of G of order w. Note that G is a direct product of P and H. 
Let Q := Dn H where D is a nontrivial reversible PDS of type (/I, A) in G with 140. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that A is a square, say A = o2 where 6 is 
a positive integer. (Note that if A is not a square, then u =p’; hence, P = G and H = {l}.) 
In this section, we show that Q is a reversible PDS in H. 
We need two lemmas from [7]. 
Lemma 3.1 (Ma [7, Lemma 2.21). Let N be a finite abelian group and ~EZ[N]. Let 
p be a prime such that ~$1 N 1. If xy 3 0 mod p” for all characters x of N, then y = p”x for 
some XEZ[N]. 
Lemma 3.2 (Ma [7, Lemma 2.31). Let Xi, i= 1,2, . . . , O+cp, be integers such that Xi is 
odd when l<i<O, Xi is even when 0+1Bi<O+cp and C~=‘~Xi=L. Then 
a+0 
c 
xF>L2+gV 
i=l I’ e+cp 
and equality holds if and only if either 
(i) Xi=(L+(p)/(8+Cp) when ldide and Xi=(L-g)/(g+cp) when 0+l<i68+(p 
or 
(ii) Xi=(L-q)/(g+cp) when 16id0 and Xi=(L+g)/(8+cp) when e+l<ibe+(p. 
Suppose 6 =prx where n is relatively prime to p. Let H’ := {xEG* 1 x is principal 
on H } and P’ := {~~G*I~isprincipalonP}.NotethatIH’I=p’,IP’I=wandG*is 
a direct product of H’ and P’. Let p : G*+P ’ be the projection which maps all 
elements in H’ onto the identity. By (2.1), we have 
w 
=2P i’z’[(6-~-1)‘_1,p’+~p”“‘. 
Let X be a character of P’-. Then 
=Omodp’-*. 
if X is not principal on P’, 
if X is principal on P’, 
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v-2k+/?-S 
6 
has integral coefficients. Note that 
(3.1) 
Let R := D+ n P’ and, for XEP’, e, be the coefficient of x in z. 
Lemma 3.3. (i) e,=(6-/?-w+21Q()/ 71 and C,+1e,=C(6-P)(w-1)-21QIlln. 
(ii) For x~P’\{l}, e,-Omod4 if X#R; e,-2mod4 $xER. 
Proof. Let Q* := D+ nH’, P* be the group of characters of P and PI : G-P be the 
projection from G to P which maps all elements of H onto the identity. Then by the 
Fourier inversion formula (see [8, Chap. 7]), 
IQI=IDnHI 
= the coefficient of the identity in p1 D 
1 
c 
- 
=IpI XEP* &ID) 
hence, 
lQ*l=~[2p’lQl-2k-(~-~,(p’-l)l. 
Thus, (i) follows since 
Let TXED+ with TEH’ and XEP’\{ l}. For any t relatively prime to p, we can 
choose an integer t’ relatively prime to v such that t’ = t mod I H’ 1 and t’ E 1 mod I P’ I. 
By Theorem 1.4, we have D+@‘)= D+; consequently, z’x~D+. Thus, 
C(t, x) := (7’~ I t is relatively prime to p> c D+. 
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Note that 
I C(? xl I = 
i 
pS-r(p--1) if o(r)=@ for s>O, 
1 if r=l. 
The coefficient of x in pd+ is equal to 
IHIX”D+ I= u C(r, x) = 
x(ff’~nD+)~-’ I i 
Omod(p-1) if &R, 
lmod(p-1) if XER. 
Then (ii) follows since 
ex=$(the coefficient of 1 in pD+) 
and p is odd. 0 
Lemma 3.4. 
(9 ~~lQI2-(~-l)leii~~CiRi2-(~-l~l~Ii. 
(ii) Equality in (i) holds if and only if 
where 
(3.2) 
A := C e, 
.X+1 
and d:= el+( *Ti’p’). 
Proof. By calculating the coefficient of the identity element in (3.1), we have 
c 
XEPL 
On the other hand, by Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3(ii), we have 
c ef=ef+ c 
e,>e~+~2+WI(~-1-IRl~ 
X’ 1 
XEPl x+1 
w-l 
Equality holds if and only if z satisfies equation (3.2). Hence, the statement follows 
from Lemma 3.3(i). 0 
Theorem 3.5. Q and R are reversible PDSs in H and P’, respectively. Furthermore, 
(a) ifR=@ or P’\(l), then Q=8 or H\(l) and z=(A/(w-l))p’+d and 
(b) $ R # 0 and P’\{ l}, then, by regarding P’ as the group of characters of H, we 
have either 
Q’=R and z=( ‘if’lR()P’+2I?+d 
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OY 
Q’=P’\(Ru{l}) and z= 
Proof. By applying Lemma 3.4(i) to S:= (D+)+ n(H’)‘, we have 
Note that rc is replaced by W/Z because Jr= v/6 =pf-‘w/x. By Theorem 2.5, 
ISl=IQI. Thus, equality holds in Lemma 3.4(i). If R=(b or P’\(l), then 
z=(/i/(w- l))p’+d follows from (3.2). Also, the equality in Lemma 3.4(i) implies 
Q=8 or H\{l}. 
SupposeR#0andP’\(l}.Bysubstitutingz=((nf2lRI)/(w-l))p’f2R+dinto 
(3.1), we have [2R+d]’ =aP’+(w2/n2) for some integer a. Hence, R is a reversible 
PDS of type (+d, w2/z2). 
Suppose z=((A-2JRJ)/(w-l))P’+2R+d. For any x~(H’)‘\{l}, it is obvious 
that XR= (- d + (w/rr))/2 if and only if X0’ = (p + + (v/6))/2. Therefore, R+ = S and 
(R+)+ =S+. By Theorem 2.5, we have R=Q+. 
Similarly, if z = ((A + 21 R I)/(w - 1))P’ - 2R + d, then Xl? = (d - (w/70)/2 if and only if 
XO+=(P+ +(~/a))/2 for any XE(H’)‘\{lJ. Thus, it follows that 
Q+=P’\(Ru(l}). 0 
Let 8 be an integer such that (28 - 1)rc $ fi < (28 + 1)~ Note that if Q # 8, H\{ l}, i.e. 
l<lQl<w-2, then 
Liil_ilJ=py$J=~-e, 
where L c J denotes the greatest integer less than or equal to c. 
Theorem 3.6. Q is of type (fi - 28n, x2). 
Proof. If Q=& then R=fl or P’\(l) and z = (n/(w - 1)) p’ + d. Note that 
$(ii/(w - 1)) = ( p’x - 13)/27c is an integer. So /3 = (28 - 1)rr and it is clear that the empty 
set is a PDS of type (-n, rr”) for any rc. 
Similarly, for Q = H\{ l}, we have z = (/i/(w - l))P’ + d. Now, 
1 A 
( > 
p’n-b-2 
2w_l= 27-c 
is an integer. So /I = (20 + 1)~ - 2 and it is obvious that H\ { l} is of type (n - 2, rc2) for 
any 7r. 
For Q # 0 and H\{ l}, by Theorem 3.5(b) and R being a reversible PDS of type 
(_+ d, w2,$c2), Q is a partial reversible PDS of type (/I’, rc2) for some integer /Y. By 
Theorem 2.5, two cases are to be considered. 
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Case 1: Q’ =R. We have 
.z=( A,ip’)(Pi-lT-l)+( A~~‘p’+2)K+e,. 
Thus, 
which implies 
(QI+rrIRI=t[(28+l)rc-j?](w-1). 
On the other hand, by Theorem 2.2, we have IQI+nIRI=i(z--/?‘)(w-1). So 
p,=p-28x. 
Case 2: Q’ =H\(Ru(l)). We have 
z=( ‘zf’f’)(F’-R-1)+( 'it':'-Z)R+c,. 
Thus, 
which implies 
~Q~-~~R~=~[(28-1)7~-/i](w-l). 
On the other hand, by Theorem 2.2, IQI-zIRI=$(-x-P’)(w-1). So 
B’=p-2en. 0 
4. Some nonexistence results 
By repeatedly applying the results in Section 3, we obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.1. Suppose there exists a nontrivial reversible PDS D of type (/I, S2) 
in an abelian group G with 160. ZfH is a subgroup ofG such that gcd( 1 H ),I G I/[ H I) = 1 
and (G I/\ H 1 is odd, then Dn H is a reversible PDS of type (/?--2&t, n2) in H 
where 71 := gcd( I H I,@ and 0 is the unique integer such that (28 - 1)~ < /? < (28 + 1)~ 
Corollary 4.2. Suppose H be a subgroup of an abelian group G such that 
s4HI,IGIIIHI)= 1 and lGl/lffl is odd. Let 71 be a divisor of IHI and -n</?‘<71-2. 
If no reversible PDS Q of type (p’, 7~‘) exists in H with 1 $ Q, then no reversible PDS D of 
type (p +2&t, z2u2) exists in G with 1 $ D where u is any divisor of ( G I/\ H I and 8 is any 
integer such that - 7cu < /I’ +2&t < 7tu - 2. 
Note that a reversible difference set of order n( = k--A) is a reversible PDS of 
type (0,4n). 
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Corollary 4.3 (Ma [7, Theorem 3.11). Suppose there exists a nontrivial deference set of 
order n in an abelian group G with - 1 as a multiplier. If H is a subgroup of G such that 
gcd( 1 H I,[ Gl/l H I) = 1 and 1 HI is even, then there exists a dSfSerence set of order n’ in 
H with - 1 as a multiplier where n’ := gcd( I H 12, n). 
The following is another theorem obtained from the results in Section 3. 
This theorem can be regarded as a generalization of a result by McFarland [9, 
Theorem 3.41 on certain difference sets with - 1 as a multiplier. 
Theorem 4.4. Let 6 = prrc, where p 2 5 is a prime, rc > 1 is relatively prime to p, and fi be 
an integer such that (20- 1)rc < fl<(29 + 1)~ Suppose there is a nontrivial reversible 
PDS D of type (/?, ~5~) in an abelian group with 1 $ D. If D n H # 8 and H\ { l}, then either 
(i) r is even and 8=Omod(p-1) or 
(ii) r is odd and ez(p-1)/2mod(p-1). 
Proof. In the following, we use the notation introduced in Section 3. Let 
6’ = 1 Axx where A, := (H’XnD+)X-l c H’. 
XEPL 
From the proof of Lemma 3.3, it follows that 
If&l- 
{ 
Omod(p-1) if x#R, 
lmod(p-1) if XER. 
(4.1) 
Let p: G*+P’ be the projection as defined in Section 3. Then pfi+ =CXEP1 IA, Ix. By 
the proof of Theorem 3.6, we have 
=(p’T 1-28)(Pl-R- l)+(p’f 1-28)R+e,. (4.2) 
Since Q # 8 and H\(l), we have R # 8 and P’\{ 11. By (4.1) and (4.2), either 
p”(F-H)=0mod(p-1) and pZ-r(~-b)=lmod(p-l) 
or 
p”(y-8)=0mod(p-l)andp’-‘(q-H)=lmod(p-1). 
If p> 3, then (b) is impossible. 0 
Note that, in Theorem 4.4, if (20-1)71</?<(20+ 1)7r--2, then DnH #fI and 
H\(l). 
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